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Addendum	1:	Letter from Dr. Tim Kidd to Senate and Administration regarding G.P.A. calculation  




This is in regards to my points at the university senate meeting today, that I feel it is not in the best interests of 
our students or the university to utilize grades earned by students at other institutions. I'd like to point out that 
our students see their cumulative GPA (which includes transfer credit) as their main GPA [from my view at 
least] and also that this cumulative GPA appears to be used for scholarships and academic probation decisions 
by the university.  
 
My proposal is that UNI stop using the transfer GPA for anything beyond entrance requirements and base all 
decisions about academic probation, new or maintenance of scholarships, and reported GPA solely on work 
performed at UNI. Recording the transfer GPA is fine, but I don't see the need for this "cumulative GPA" which 
includes transfer credit. IF the student wishes to calculate this to their advantage for their resume, of course 
this is fine. Basically I feel this is unfair to students who have turned around from a rough start elsewhere 
and/or for students who could be getting such scholarships instead of others who might be riding their GPA 
from somewhere else.  
 
You are included on this message for feedback, or in the case of college senate chairs, I'd like it if you could 
bring this up at a meeting [I am happy to docket this as appropriate if you give me some guidance] for feedback 
this term if this can be accomplished in time for the university senate to hear it as well.  
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Addendum 5: Gerald Smith, Emeritus Letter written by Dr. Karthik N.S. 
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